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It’s not just living sober...
it’s living life

Sober living taken to new heights...
You’ve made it this far. You’ve completed treatment. Now comes the hard part. Truly putting old habits behind you and embracing
the quality of life that comes from living sober. At The Palm Tee, we’ve taken every opportunity to heighten the environmental
surroundings so you can begin the process of transitioning to a life worth living.
With vistas that inspire as much as the support and leadership provided, The Palm offers our guests an environment simply
unavailable in most other sober living options. The Palm is dedicated to helping its guests ascend to new heights.

In a location that exudes...

Style,
Sophistication and
Serenity
The Palm Tee is a charming mid-century hotel set in a quiet upscale neighborhood of Palm
Springs which has been home to several Hollywood celebrities. Stunning views abound from
balconies, rooms and the inviting pool…all enveloped by the lush, mature landscape. With a
host of upscale amenities in common rooms that include TV and internet access, and inviting
pool, the Palm has been carefully upgraded to ‘boutique hotel’ standards with comfortable
beds, luxurious beddings and inviting common areas…environs carefully crafted to relax the
body and refresh the soul, so our guests can focus on moving ahead.

Wrought from years of
personal experience.
Ken Seeley Communities believes in the achievable
goal of lifelong sobriety. Addiction is a chronic,
progressive disease, and even with extended treatment
programs, relapse, jail and even untimely death
happen all too frequently. We know. We’ve been in your
shoes and we’ve seen it happen.
At Ken Seeley Communities, we’ve created a
protocol for long-term sobriety that imposes greater
accountability on the individual, their family and even
related professionals . By shifting the focus from 30
days to long-term, we provide goals that reach into
the future and create a continuing care plan.
Individuals that have a 5-year continuum of care have
an 80-95% success rate. Individuals that do not have
a 5-year plan have a much lower chance of staying
sober after the first year.
Your stay at The Palm Tee is designed to be the
cornerstone to your long-term blueprint for
success.

With every conceivable
means of success.
From the beginning of your stay, we provide you
with resources to assess your needs and help
develop a comprehensive plan. Learning how to
cope with the desire to relapse and getting to the
root of the problem is where true recovery begins,
and is what Ken Seeley Communities are all about.
Ken has been fortunate enough to travel the country
and work with many sober livings, which he was able
to combine the best in all to create this environment.
Certified as a Board Registered Interventionist-II and
Registered Addiction Specialist, Ken Seeley has been
clean and sober since 1989. Seeley’s remarkable
success rate has turned him into one of the most
sought-after interventionists in the country. Doctors
and health care professionals look to Ken to solve
their patient’s addiction and mental health issues. His
knowledge and unique perspective have also made
him the #1 go-to expert on the subject of addiction
and intervention with the media, where he’s a
regular contributor for CNN, MSNBC, NBC, CBS, FOX,
ABC, and many others.
This unparalleled expertise provides our residents
access to ongoing assessment, a range of programs
and additional resources specifically recommended
to improve successful outcomes such as treatment
referral, case management, life skills and sober
companions.

Set in one of the premier
locations in the world.
Few places in the world are as famous or
surrounded by such spectacular beauty as Palm
Springs. Long recognized as a center of natural
healing, the Cahuilla Indians extolled the healing
properties of the hot springs and considered the
desert a vast repository of healing plants .The first
hotels in the city played host to guests seeking
respite and recovery from a variety of ailments.
Even the magnificent mountain panoramas have
long been considered to provide healing for one’s
soul. According to Palm Springs Life, The late
Father Brad Hall, reflecting on the areas mountains,
referred to the healing power of Psalm 121: “I will
lift up mine eyes unto the hills, from whence
cometh my help,” and Mt. San Jacinto is considered
a point of power by the Cahuilla.
Our guests can enjoy Palm Springs firsthand…
hiking in the canyons, enjoying the culture and
diversity of the city and experiencing the truly
unique destination that draws visitors from the
world over.
It is not coincidence, then, that The Palm Tee is
here in Palm Springs but rather an element of our
dedication to provide the ultimate in
surroundings for our guests.

All for a solitary purpose...
At The Palm Tee and Ken Seeley Communities, we are passionate about ensuring not just a sober life for our guests,
but a life worth living every day. Most experts in recovery agree that sober living environments can provide the
essential environment so critical to transitioning to a fulfilling, drug and alcohol-free life.

But at The Palm Tee, we go beyond the basics to provide the utmost in surroundings, environments and
experience so our guests can begin their journey to long-term sobriety poised to understand the true joys of
living life.
Call us today at 877Ǧ800Ǧ6911. Make The Palm Tee an integral part of your successful journey.

Living begins here.
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